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Abstract 
A packing function of a graph G = (V, E) is a function f :  V --* [0, 1] such that for each v ~ V, 
~ueU[v] f(u) ~ 1 (where N[v] denotes the closed neighbourhood of vertex v). We consider the 
existence of universal maximal packing functions, i.e. maximal packing functions (MPFs) whose 
convex combinations with all other MPFs are themselves MPFs. 
1. Introduction 
The open neighbourhood N(v) of the vertex v of the graph G = (V, E) is defined by 
N(v) = {ueVlu is adjacent to v} and the closed neighbourhood N[v] of v by 
N Iv] = { v} u N(v). A packing function (PF) of G is a function f :  V ~ [0, 1 ] such that for 
each ve V, Su~uEvlf(u) ~< 1 and a PF f i s  maximal (i.e. is an MPF)  if for all .q >J ;  g is 
not a PF. (Here g >. / 'means g(u) ) f (u )  for all uE V, with strict inequality for at least 
one vertex u.) 
We note that the integer-valued (M)PFs are precisely the characteristic functions of 
(maximal) 2-packings which are defined by Meir and Moon [12] to be (maximal) 
subsets X of V such that d(x, y) ~> 3 for all x, y e X. In view of this, it might have been 
better to use notations 2PF, M2PF  for the above terms, but for simplicity we did not 
do so. 
If f, g are PFs it is easy to show that for each 2e(0, 1), the convex combinat ion 
hA = 2 f+ (1 - -2 )g  is also a PF. However if f, g are MPFs,  hA is not necessarily 
maximal (see example in Section 2). 
In this work we consider the existence of a universal MPF in a graph, i.e. an MPF  
f such  that for every MPF  g,h~ is in fact maximal. 
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Analogous questions have been considered for minimal dominating and total 
dominating functions [2-5, 7]. Parameters (also called fractional parameters) defined 
on various graphical functions have been studied by many authors recently 
[1,6,8-11,13]. 
2. Basic results on MPFs  
We abbreviate Y~u~Ntv3f(u) to f  Iv]. For vertex subsets A, B of V, we say A dominates 
B and write A >- B if for each b • B, N [b] c~A ¢ 0. If B = {b}, we also write A >- b. The 
boundary of the PF f  denoted by B-c, is the set {v e V lf[v] = 1 }. Our first result gives 
an easy criterion for determining whether a PF is maximal. 
Proposition 1. The PF f is maximal if and only if Be>-V. 
Proof. Suppose f i s  an MPF but B-C~V. Say By~v•V.  Then f [u ]  < 1 for each 
u•N[v]. Let e = minu~NE~l {1 -- f[u]}; note that e > 0. Define g: V--, [0, 1] by 
g(w) =f(w), w•V-  {v} and g(v)=f(v)+ ~. Then g >f  and g is a PF because 
f[w] ~< 1 for each w• V. Conversely, suppose B-C>-V, but f i s  not maximal, i.e. g >f  
for some PF g. Say g(v) >f(v)  and let u•N[v]  satisfyf[u] = 1. Then it is easy to see 
that g[u] > 1, a contradiction. [] 
It is sometimes necessary to define an MPF f for a graph G such that f has some 
fixed, predetermined value e at a given vertex v of G. That this is always possible 
provided v is not isolated, can be seen as follows: For c¢ e [0, 1], define f ,  : V ~ [0, 1] by 
L(v )  = ~; 
- I I - -~ '  u•N(v), 
f,(u) /[0~q(-v~ ue V -- N[v]. 
Then f,  is a PF of G which may be increased (if necessary) to an MPFf* .  Since v e BI~, 
f*(v) = ~. 
It is also easy to see that every graph G has an MPF that is positive on every vertex 
v of G - -  letf(v) = 1/(A + 1), where A is the maximum degree of G. Thenf is  a PF that 
may be increased, if necessary, to form an MPF. 
Denote by L the set of leaves of G, i.e. those vertices having degree one and let R, the 
remote vertices of G, be defined by R = {re V IN(v)c~L # 0}. As in [7], we define 
a vertex ve V to be absorbing if there exists ue V such that N[u] c N[v] (proper 
inclusion). The vertex u is said to be absorbed by v. Let A, f2 respectively denote the set 
of absorbing and absorbed vertices of G. We note that L _ f2 and R _~ A. It is easy to 
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see that [7] if v ~ A, then there exists u e ~ - A such that v absorbs u, and if u ~ (J, then 
there exists v e A - ~ such that v absorbs u. 
We now state a few simple properties of PFs for future reference. The proofs are 
easy and omitted. 
P1. I f f is  an MPF  and u, v ~ V satisfy u ~ B~, N [u] ~ N [v], then v ~ B s andf(x)  = 0 
for all x e N [v] - N [u]. 
For any graph G, define Y = {yCR[R>-N[y]}. 
P2. For  any MPFfo f  the graph G, B I -- (fJwY);~ V. 
P3. For every MPFfo f  G, R ___ B I. 
P4. I f fand  g are PFs of a graph G, then ha -- 2 f+ (1 - 2)g with 0 < 2 < 1, is a PF 
and Bh~ = Bfc~B o. 
Let ~ and ~- denote the sets of PFs and universal MPFs  of G, respectively, and let 
X~V.  
P5. The sets 2 ,  ~ ,  {fe~lB  I = X}, {f~iBc  ~- X} are all convex. 
P6. If f, g are MPFs,  then ha is also a MPF  if and only if Bic~Bg>- V. 
It is clear from P6 that either all convex combinations of MPFs  are maximal or 
none is maximal (since the condition is independent of 2). The following is an example 
of MPFs  of the path P9 (vertex sequence 1. . . .  ,9) with nonmaximal convex combina- 
tions. Functions f l , f2  (characteristic functions of maximal 2-packings) are: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
f l :  0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 
f2: 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
Bfc~Bf~ = {2,3,4,6,7,8}~{1,2,5,6,7,8,9} 
= {2,6,7,8};4-4. 
By P6, ha is not maximal. 
3. Universal MPFs 
By P6, the MPF  g is universal if and only if for al MPFs  f, Bf~B e ~>- V. The next 
result is an immediate corollary and may be used to exhibit universal MPFs  in various 
classes of graphs. 
P7. If G has an MPF  g with B o = V, then g is universal. 
We call MPFs  g for which B o = V, efficient packing functions (EPFs). Graphs with 
EPFs have been called "fractionally efficiently dominatable" [8] and include graphs 
with dominating sets whose characteristic functions have boundary V. In particular, 
graphs with domination umber 1, regular graphs and complete multipartite graphs 
have EPFs  and hence have universal MPFs  (see [4]). Further, let G be a bi-regular 
graph, i.e. a bipartite graph with bipartition P, Q and deg v = p (q) for v E P (Q). 
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Define g by 
J q' ~- l  if veP,  
g(v) = lq_  1 
~ i  if veQ. 
Then g satisfies Bg = V and is a universal MPF. 
The condition of P7 is not necessary for an MPF 9 to be universal. Using P2, we 
obtain 
P8. If the MPF  g satisfies V - (Ow Y) ~_ Bo, then g is universal. 
This property may be used to show the existence of universal MPFs in more classes 
of graphs. Let ff be the class of graphs all of whose blocks are complete graphs. The 
next result and P8 show that each G e ff has a universal MPF. 
Proposition 2. Each G ~ ff has a 0-1 MPF 9 with V - 0 ~_ B o. 
Proof. We use induction on n, the number of vertices of G. The result is trivial for any 
G e ff with exactly one block. So assume the result is true for any graph in ff with 
n vertices and let Gef f  have n + 1 vertices and at least two blocks. We observe 
f2 = V - C, where C is the set of cut-vertices of G. Let x be a vertex of f2 in an end 
block and y be the unique cut-vertex adjacent o x. Then by the induction hypothesis, 
G - x has a 0-1 MPF  h satisfying V - O~-x ~ Bh. Define the function g by 
and 
a(u) = h(u) (u # x) 
{~ if y E Bh, 
g(x) = if y¢Bh. 
The function 9 is a 0-1 MPF of G with Bg _~ V-  f2 [] 
It now follows from P8 and Proposition 2 that each G ~ ff has a 0-1 universal MPF; 
in particular, every tree has a 0-1 universal MPF. 
We end this section with an example of a graph H (depicted in Fig. 1) having 
a universal MPF but no 0-1 universal MPF. In fact, H has precisely one universal 
MPF. Table 1 lists some MPFs of H and their boundaries. 
Suppose h is a universal MPF  of H. Then, using P6, 
1 6Bh, otherwise Bh~Bf l  ~ {3, 4}~1; 
2eBb, otherwise BhnBs2 ~_ {3, 4, 6}Yrl. 
By symmetry {6,4} ~ Bh. Further, 
3 eBh, otherwise BhnBs~ ~_ {1, 5}~,-4; 
5eBb, otherwise BhnBy, ~_ {1, 2}~ 6. 




Fig. 1. Graph H with unique universal MPF  which is not integral. 
Table 1 
MPFs of H 
1 2 3 4 5 6 Boundary 
J'~ x6 ~6 0 ~ z z 6 {1,3,4} 
f2 0 0 0 1 0 0 {2, 3, 4, 6) 
f3 16 26 61 0 6 ~ ~ {1,3,5} 
f4 1 0 0 0 0 0 {1,2,5} 
Hence Bh = V. Since h[2] = hi3] = hi4] = 1, it follows that 
h(1) = h(5) = h(6) = e(say). 
From hi1] = h[6] = 1, we deduce h(2)=h(4)= 1 -  2:~. Now h[5] = 1 yields 
h(3) = 1 - 3ct, hence from h[3] = 1, ct --- ½. Hence h is the unique universal MPF  and 
is not integer-valued. 
4. Universal MPFs  of trees 
It has been demonstrated that every tree has a 0-1 universal MPF.  For trees, 
f2 = L __ Y. Hence the sufficient condition for an MPF  g to be universal (P8) reduces 
to V - Y ~ B o. The next result shows that this condition is also necessary. 
Theorem 3. The MPF  g of the tree T is universal if and only if V - Y c_ Bg. 
Proof. Suppose g is a universal MPF  of T but, contrary to the statement, here exists 
ze(V  - Y) - B o. It follows that zq~R (since by P3, R _~ Bz for all MPFs  f )  and so 
R~N[z]  (otherwise ze  Y). Hence there exists xeN[z ]  such that N[x]c~R = 0. It is 
sufficient o show that T has an MPFfsuch  that BIc~N[x ] = {z}, for then we have 
By~Bgc~N[x] = 0, i.e. Bf~Bg~V,  contrary to the universal property of g. We 
construct such an MPFf .  Suppose T is rooted at x. The children of vertex u will be 
denoted by C(u). There are two cases. 
Case l: x=z .  Suppose that [N[z ] ]=m.  Then m>~3 (otherwise zcL  and 
R>-N[z]). Let 
f (u)  =--1 for ueN[z ]  
m 
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and 
f(t) = 0 for teC(u), where ueN(z). 
In the latter assignment observe that each C(u) ~ 0 (since zCR) and no t ~ C(u) is a leaf 
(otherwise u ~ R and R~N[x]  = 0). The remaining values of fa re  defined recursively. 
Iff(w) has been defined but nofvalue has been defined for C(w) # O, then assign equal 
values of f to C(w) so that f [w]  = 1. The function f is a PF, f [ z ]  = 1 and for each 
u~N(z) , f [u ]  = 2/m < 1. Hence BI~N[z  ] = {z} and the construction shows that 
B I ~ V - (LwN(z))>-V. Hencef is  an MPF as required. 
Case2: zeN(x).  Suppose [N[x]l = m. Then m/> 3 (otherwise xeL  and z~R). 
Let 
1 
f(u) = - -  for each ueN[x]  
m+l  
and 
f! 1 f ( t )=  -m+-----1 IC(z) l for t~C(z), 
for t e C(u), u e N(x) - {z}. 
Define the remaining values o f f  by the recursive procedure of Case 1. Function f is 
a PF satisfying f [x ]=m/(m+l )< l ,  f [ z ]= l  and f [u ]=2/ (m+l )< l  for 
ueN(x)  - {z}. Therefore Bic~N[x ] = {z}. Further, B I ~_ [V - (LwN[x])]w{z} 
which dominates V and so f i s  an MPF. 
P8 completes the proof. [] 
We show that Theorem 3 is the best possible. 
Theorem 4. Every tree T has a universal MPF  g with Bg = V - Y. 
Proof. The result is true for K2, hence assume the order of T is at least three. Root 
T at Vle R. Let vl v2 ... Vn be an ordering of V(T) = V such that for each vi~ V(i >1 2), 
the parent p(vi) of vi precedes vi. Define the function g : V --* ~ (reals) recursively as 
follows: Let g(u)=l / ( l+degvt )  for u~N[vl] ;  note that degvl~>2 and so 
g l N [v~ ] ..~ 3. Now let v be the first vertex of the sequence which has been labelled (i.e. 
assigned a value of g) but each u ~ C(v) is unlabelled. If v does not exist, then g is 
defined on all V and the algorithm is finished. If vCY, assign equal values ofg to C(v) 
so that g [v] = 1, i.e. for u ~ C(v) let 
1 - -  (g (v )  + g(p(v))) 
g(u) = (1) 
I C(v) l 
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If ve Y, assign equal values of g to C(v) so that 0 < 9[v] < 1, i.e. for ue C(v) choose 
9(u) so that 
1 - (g(v) + 9(p(v))) 
0 < g(u) < (2) 
I c(v) l 
We assert hat for each vi ~ V, g(vl) > 0 and for i :A 1, 
g(v,) + g(p(v,)) < 1. (3) 
This assertion is now established by induction on i. Note that g] N[v l ]  > 0 and (3) 
holds for all ueC(v l ) .  Now assume that for 1 <~ i < k, g iN[v i i  > 0 and (3) holds for 
all u e C(v~). Let u~ C(Vk) and p(Vk) = V 1, where j < k. By definition 
1 - (g(VR) + 9(p(Vk))) ~(u) 
I C(vk)l 
By the induction hypothesis, g(Vk), g(p(Vk)) are positive and (3) holds for Uk~ C(vj), 
hence 
0 < g(u) < 1. 
Moreover, 
0 < g(u) + g(p(u)) 
<~ 1 - (g(v,))  + g(p(Vk)) + g(Vk) 
= I -- g(p(vk)) 
= l - g(vj) < 1, 
and the assertion is established. 
Ifuq~Y, either u = vl and 9[u] = 1 or by (1), g[u] = 1. Hence V - Y ~_ B o. If ue Y, 
either g[u] < 1 by (2) or u eL  in which case g[u] < 1 by (3). It follows that 
V - Y = B o. By Theorem 3, 9 is an MPF with the required property. [] 
5. Packing functions and orbits 
So far we have only encountered graphs which have universal MPFs. In order to 
find examples without such functions, it will be necessary to define an additional 
concept. A CO-PF is a packing function of a graph which is constant on each orbit of 
the automorphism group of G. Let A1 . . . .  ,Ak be the orbits of the automorphism 
group of G. 
Proposition 5. Let fbe  a PF  of  G. Then G has a CO-PF h with the following properties: 
(i) I f  x ~ Ai, then 
1 
h(x) =-~[  ~ f(u),  i=  1 . . . . .  k. 
uff Ai 
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(ii) Bht%Ai={~i  i fB f~Ai=A,  
if Bfc~Ai :/: Ai, i = 1, . . . ,  k. 
(iii) If.I" is an EPF,  then h is a CO-EPF. 
(iv) I f  f is a universal MPF ,  then h is a universal CO-MPF.  
Proof. Let the automorphisms of G be q~l . . . .  , ~bp and let f be a PF (respectively 
EPF). For eachj = 1, . . . ,  p, a simple calculation shows that the functionJ~ defined by 
fj(x) =f(q~j(x)) for x ~ V is a PF (respectively EPF). The function h = (1/p)~f= 1J~ is 
also a PF (respectively EPF) by linearity. 
Let x ~ Ai. For any u e Ai the number 2 of automorphisms taking x into u, is the 
same ({q~jl qSj(x) = u} is a coset of subgroup {qSj[c~j(x) = x} in aut G). Hence 
1 ~1 1 ~1 1 ~ 2f(u)= 1 
= fj(x) = P f(c~j(x)) -- 2lAil u~A, u6Ai h(x) P ~ J ~-~ij E f(u). 
Therefore h is a CO-PF and (i) and (iii) hold. Moreover, a vertex x of an orbit Ai 
belongs to Bh if and only ifx eBij for eachj = 1, ... ,p, i .e.f[¢j(x)] = 1 for eachj. This 
occurs if and only if f [z] = 1 for each zeA l ,  i.e. A~_ B I. Hence (ii) holds. If f is 
a universal MPF, then each fj and h (P5) are also universal MPFs. Thus (iv) is 
true. [] 
We note that parts of this proposition were also established in [8]. In order to 
establish a simple necessary condition for G to have a universal MPF, we call the orbit 
A of G essential if A _ Bg for all universal MPFs g of G. 
Proposition 6. I f  G has an orbit A, an MPF  f and a vertex x such that Bic~N[x] ~_ A, 
then A is essential. 
Proof. Suppose A is not essential. By Proposition 5(ii), there exists a universal MPF 
1 + gwi thBgnA=0.  Leth=~( f  g) and note that h is an MPF. But 
Bh~N[x  ] = (B f~Bg)nN[x]  = O, 
contradicting Proposition 1. [] 
The proof of the following result is similar to that of Proposition 6. 
Proposition 7. I f  G has a universal MPF ,  then G has at least one essential orbit. 
6. Universal MPFs in graphs with two orbits 
P7 guarantees the existence of universal MPFs in vertex-transitive (and more 
generally, regular) graphs. The functionfgiven byf(u) = I/(1 + deg(u)) for all u e V, is 
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an EPF  and hence a universal MPF .  In this final section we consider the existence of 
universals in graphs whose automorphism groups have two orbits A1, A2. By 
Proposit ion 5, it is sufficient o investigate the existence of universal CO-MPFs .  For 
ueA~ let 
a=lN[u]c~Al[  and b=lN[u]~A21 
and for u ~ A2 let 
c = IN[u]~Al l  and d = Ig[u]nA2[. 
Supposef  is a CO-PF  of G wi thf lA~ = x~ andf l  A2 = x2. Then the conditions for 
the orbits to be contained in By are 
AI :  axl + bx2 = 1, (4) 
A2:  cx 1 + dx 2 = 1. (5) 
Proposition 8. I f  a > c and b > d, then G has a universal MPF  if and only if there do not 
exist an MPF f and ve V such that B f~N[v]  ~_ A2. 
Proof. In this case the system (4),(5) has no solution with 0 ~< x1,.x 2 ~ 1 and hence 
G has no CO-EPF  and no EPF.  Moreover if (5) is satisfied, then ax~ + bx2 > 1, i.e. 
f [u] > 1 for ueA1 and f is not a PF. We conclude that all CO-MPFs  g satisfy 
A1 ~_ Bg, A2c~Bo = 0. Now suppose G has MPF  f and ve V with B I~N[v  ] ~_ A2. 
Then for all CO-MPFs  g, (Bf~Bo)~N[v] ~ BonA2 = 0, i.e. g is not universal. It 
follows that G has no universal MPF.  Conversely, if for all MPFs  f and v e V, 
Bf~N[v]c~A1 =/= O, then for any CO-MPF  g, (Bo~Bf)~N[v ] ~_ AlCSBTn 
N[v]  ¢ 0 and g is universal. [ ]  
We now use Proposit ion 8 to show the nonexistence of universal MPFs  in an 
infinite class of graphs G., n >~ 3. 
Let A = {al . . . .  , a.}, B = {bl . . . . .  b,}, C = {cl . . . .  , c.}, where n/> 3 and V(G,) = 
A~B~C.  Add edges such that (A )  ~ K.,  (B )  = (C)  - C, and join these subgraphs 
by the edges {aibi, aici, aibi+ 1, a~ci_ 1[ i=  1 . . . . .  n (addition modulo n)}. We claim 
that for n >~ 5, G, has no universal MPF .  
The orbits are A1 = A, A2 = BuC and we have a = n, b = 4, c = 2, d = 3. There- 
fore Proposit ion 8 is applicable. Define the function f as follows: 
n=2k+l  f(x) = {½ 0 
(k >/ 3) 
Ik >~ 4) f (x )  
if x = b l ,  b2, c3,  c4, b2j, C2j (3 ~<j ~< k), 
otherwise. 
if x=bl ,b2 ,c3 ,c4 ,  b6, b2j+l,C2j+l (3 <~j<~k- 1), 
otherwise. 
½0 if x = ba, b2, c3,  c4 
n = 5, 6 f(x)  = otherwise. 
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It is easily verified that for each n ~> 5, f i s  a MPF and Bfc3N[b3] --= {b2} -~ A2. 
Hence, by Proposition 8, G, has no universal MPF. 
Note that the graphs G3, G4 possess universal MPFs. For example, any CO-MPF 
of G4 is a universal MPF: Suppose the MPF f and ve V satisfy B:nN[v] ~_ 
A2 = BuC. Then A~ ~Bf and therefore 
4> ~f [a ]=4 ~f (a )+2 ~ f(x). (6) 
aeA aEA x~BwC 
Note that if veAl,  then B:nA~ = 0 since A1 -N[v ] .  If yeA2, say veB, then 
r B:mA~l ~< 2 since any three vertices of A~ dominate BuC. Since no two vertices of 
A~ dominate C, Bfc~AI~C. In either of the above cases, Bf contains b, c~B, C 
respectively (since no vertex in B dominates a vertex in C and vice versa). Hence 
2 =f[-b] +f[-c] ~< ~ f(x) + 2 ~f(a). (7) 
xEBuC a~A 
Inequalities (6), (7) are inconsistent. Therefore f, v do not exist and the result follows 
from the statement and proof of Proposition 8. 
Proposition 9. I f  (i) a > c and d > b or (ii) a < c and d < b, then 
0 # {grg is a universal MPF} = {gig is an MPF with B a = V}. 
Proof. We prove (i) only. A similar argument holds for (ii). Define MPFs f~,)rE as 
follows: 
1 
AIA1 =- ,  AIA2 =0,  
a 
1 
f21A, =0,  f21A2 =-~. 
It is easily verified that for any v ~ V, 
and 
BA nN[vJ ~ A1 
Bx nN[v] ~_ A2. 
By Proposition 6, V ~ B a for all universal MPFs g and the set equality follows from 
P7. Finally (i) implies that the system (4), (5) has its solution within or on the unit 
square 0 ~< xl,  x2 < 1. Hence G has a universal MPF. [] 
If a = c, function f l  defined in the proof of Proposition 9 is an EPF, which is 
a universal MPF  (P7). The following two examples how that other types of universal 
MPFs may or may not exist. 
Consider the graph P4 with A1 = L and A2 -- R, i.e. a -- b = c = 1 and d = 2. Since 
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T -6- ff "8" I"2" 
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d=2 
I I 1 2 1 I 
Fig. 2. All universals of H are EPFs. 
MPF is universal. The functionf2 of the proof of Proposition 9 satisfies BI~ = R = A 2. 
It follows that not all universal MPFs are EPFs. 
In the example H of Fig. 2, a = b = c = 3 and d = 2. Function f3 given by J31A 1 = 0 
and f3 I A2 = ½ satisfies BI3 = A1, while the function f4 indicated in the figure and 
vertex x satisfy BI~N[x  ] ~_ Az. (The vertices of BI~ are indicated by large dots.) By 
Proposition 6, all universls of H are EPFs. 
The general problems of determining which cyclic graphs have universal MPFs and 
of characterising universal MPFs remain unsolved. 
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